
The 5 Stages of Consumer-obsessed Product Creation

It’s time for brands to reexamine traditional 
product creation and move toward a more 
consumer-obsessed, demand-driven 
model that protects their brand integrity, 
their market share, and the environment.

Consumer-obsessed Brands…

INFORM ASSORTMENTS WITH CONSUMER DATA

DIGITIZE MILESTONE MEETINGS

COLLABORATE WITH PURPOSE

40% 30%

The State of Traditional Product Creation

Consumer-obsessed Brands You Know and Love

of seasonal 
assortments are 
overproduced

Value data and continuous learning 
over opinions and intuition

Brands are primarily making decisions based on gut instinct

What’s Concept-to-Consumer? Segment consumer profiles 
across regions and channels early 
in product creation

USA CHINA

Green Hat

A single, cohesive workflow from 
seasonal strategy through 
go-to-market that involves sales, 
marketing, and regional 
stakeholders during each stage of 
assortment development.

of products sell 
only after being 
marked down

of brands consider past 
sales performance during 
assortment development
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ADOPT A CONCEPT-TO-CONSUMER MINDSET

MINIMIZE RISK WITH INCREMENTAL WINS

Seek consumer feedback to help 
guide assortment decisions

Collaborate across teams and 
regions earlier in product creation

Deliver small, frequent, demand- 
driven batches of bold new SKUs

60%

of brands pay attention 
to market trends when 
crafting assortments

59%

Refine target 
consumer profiles

Find opportunities 
to meet and 
communicate virtually

Centralize assortment 
data in a single digital 
workspace

Minimize physical 
samples with 3D 
computer-aided design 
(CAD)

GENDER  Male

AGE  25-34

TOP BRANDS

HOBBIES  

Hiking, Camping, Skiing

PROFILE 
The Outdoorsman

Expand your volume and 
variety of data sources

Focus on the voice of the consumer

Social listening

Website data

Customer reviews

of product and merchant 
professionals believe their 
brand must become more 
data-driven to stay competitive

BEHAVIORS  

50%+ of purchases 
made via mobile app

75%

inhibitor of collaboration 
is lack of time#1

of brands have 
assortment data spread 
across four or more 
applications

48%

of professionals believe 
assortment meetings are 
too frequent and/or long

of brands STILL USE 
Microsoft Excel or PowerPoint 
to manage assortments

of companies plan to use 
virtual sampling for 50%+ 
of their products by 2025

of merchants want to increase 
collaboration around assortments

QUALITATIVE

QUANTITATIVE

30%72%

53%

of fashion execs plan to 
reduce product development 
lead times 

43%

of fashion execs plan to 
reduce the number of SKUs 
per assortment

Full price sell-through

61%

76%

of merchants believe there’s an 
opportunity to improve team collaboration

82%

of brands fail to consistently use data 
to collaborate around assortments

54%

Seek qualitative and quantitative 
stakeholder feedback

Come to milestone meetings 
having prepared in advance

Focus milestone meetings on 
key points of contention

Consumer Disagreements Stakeholder Disagreements

Key points of contention

“This purple is great!”

THE OUTDOORSMAN 

Use forward-looking 
consumer demand data to 
right-size SKU depths

Embrace Agile processes

Set goals to reduce overproduction and increase profitability

Limit forecast timeframes 
and investment depths

Attract more consumers with fewer 
SKUs by measuring product Reach

priority for brands looking 
to increase full-price 
sell-through is to take a 
demand-driven approach to 
assortment strategy

#1

40% 50% 63%

of fashion execs plan to 
move to seasonless 

assortments to 
minimize overstocks

of retailers are 
transforming to achieve 

greater assortment 
speed and flexibility

of retail executives 
have found that 

sustainability boosts 
revenue

DEVELOP

RELEASEMEASURE

IMPROVE

TEST

Markdowns by tier SKU productivity

50% reduction 
in proto samples 

50% reduction 
in overproduction

10% reduction in 
markdowns each year

MakerSights is the only collaborative assortment management workspace empowering retail 
brands to embed consumer obsession throughout product, merchandising, and go-to-market 
processes. For more information visit MakerSights.com
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of brands consistently 
use consumer input to guide 
assortment decisions

30%

$300B is lost to retailers 
each year due 
to markdowns

https://www.makersights.com

